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when the brothers arrive at the jail, sonu attempts to bribe the officer on
duty. but the officer is incorruptible, and refuses to give in. alifa starts to
question him, and the officer angrily tells alifa to mind his own business.
but alifa insists he is interested in the murder, and finally sonu agrees to
investigate the murders. he secretly visits the police station, and visits the
boys in the jail. he finds the killer, and is able to identify him. he calls in his
superiors, including bijli dhesi (ayushmann khurrana), the police
commissioner, and tells him he has found the killer. bijli agrees to come
down to the police station and arrest the killer. alifa, however, still wants
the killer to be brought to justice, and tells bijli that the men did not
murder their own families. he insists they are innocent. alifa reveals that
there is another body in the newly discovered tunnel, which means there
are now three bodies in the tunnel, and that he has proof they will be
executed. alifa gives bijli the killers mobile phone, which has a recording of
the execution of the first victims. sonu and bijli get into a heated
argument, and the police commissioner comes in and lets alifa talk. he
tells alifa that the punishment for the killers must be severe, but he cannot
release the killers because they will definitely retaliate. he can only seek
justice for the families of the victims. bijli will arrest the killers, but he will
be released after three weeks. when jugga is released on bail, he cannot
do anything for fear of looking like a liar. his initial hope to save iqbal is cut
short, when jugga tells him the police will kill the man. the dacoits are fully
armed and ready to attack, and the villagers refuse to be any part of it.
hukum chand orders the men out of town and tells them to come back
when they find out whats happened to lala ram lal. so the men go. iqbal is
on the train and he sees someone from the lambardar party. he makes a
run for it to safety.
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immediately, the lambardar calls a village meeting and tells the village
that the sikhs are evil and that they must be killed. hukum chand has a

change of heart and comes up with a plan to save all the muslims on the
train. he asks the lambardar for an army platoon to come to the village,
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but the lambardar says he needs help from a traitor in the village. so
hukum chand turns to a muslim girl named haseena, and he asks her to

pretend to be a sikh to get close to the lambardar. haseena begins to learn
the ways of the sikhs, and she becomes a very close friend of the

lambardar. she helps him to convince the lambardar to call for help from
the army, and she manages to befriend the village women who are so
frightened that they cannot go to the meeting. the women become her

allies. haseena succeeds in convincing the lambardar to tell the villagers to
give up the idea of war. the lambardar and the villagers are surprised to
hear this, but hukum chand isnt. he explains to the villagers that all the

villagers have come to the rescue of the train because they are still loyal to
their muslim god, but that they should now turn their attention to the sikh

attackers who are evil. he says that the villagers are now attacking the
sikhs who are the baddies in this story. the lambardar tells the two men to

find the muslims on the train. they go to the station to find the muslim
passengers, and the head constable is with them. he tells them that the
trouble will be taken care of, but if the muslims start shooting, the police
will respond. they ask for the train to be stopped. the muslim passengers

go to the end of the train and the rear door of the train opens, and they are
about to step out when the lambardar stops them and tells them to get
down. the two men take the muslims to the nearest village. they ask the

people there if there is somewhere else to take the muslims, but the
people tell them that they cant take them. 5ec8ef588b
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